ABSTRACT Cloud computing provides flexibility, reliability, and scalability to its consumers. Applications that run on Cloud are now more resource hungry than ever, and the need is constantly growing. The number of Cloud applications with diverse nature is growing, expecting greater performance in low cost. Fulfilling the quality of service (QoS) demands of such diverse applications is a challenging task and requires efficient network architectures, robust scheduling schemes, powerful and adaptable routing algorithms, reliable resource management, effective data exchange policies, and QoS improvement policies. Research community endeavors to provide solutions to various challenges faced by Cloud computing. These solutions must be tested thoroughly before their implementation in a real Cloud. Simulation seems a viable choice for testing a solution in different scenarios. There are a number of simulators available, focusing on certain aspects of Cloud while neglecting others. Their generalized implementation of the Cloud ignores various critical factors, such as networking characteristics, consequently affecting the tests and results of a solution. To tackle these issues, simplify simulation process, and provide the detailed implementation of the Cloud, we present Nutshell: a novel Cloud simulator that makes it easy to model, simulate, and experiment new Cloud solutions. Salient features offered by Nutshell include 1) provision of a platform for modeling and simulating Cloud infrastructure, 2) built-in essential components and helpers to create new architectures, 3) pre-built data center architectures, 4) plug-in-based architecture, 5) communication protocols, 6) prebuilt virtual machine scheduler, 7) addressing schemes, 8) user applications, 9) virtual machines, 10) Job splitting, and 11) simulation data collection and exporting.
I. INTRODUCTION
C loud computing is a service based pay-as-you-go business model [1] , [2] . Cloud's elastic nature and economic services makes it an ideal solution to process large sets of data for startups, educational institutions, research centers, and companies that require analytics and business intelligence (BI) to predict the market trends [1] , [3] . Cloud is powered by the data centers, which are facilities housing tens to hundreds of thousands of computational nodes interconnected via communication infrastructure [3] - [5] . User applications run on these computational nodes, communicate
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with each other, and work towards a common goal [2] . User applications have different configurations and requirements. The majority of applications have higher network dependencies, e.g., data analytics are carried out as MapReduce jobs [6] in which data is mapped on different nodes and processed individually. The result is collected to a single node in reduce phase, resulting in many to many communication scenarios. All communication takes place through the data center's network, which includes users' data, network management information, replicated data, and system state data. Management data is required by schedulers for making decisions to place a Virtual Machine (VM) or to migrate a VM in case of expected Quality of Service (QoS) violation [6] - [8] . Such enormous volumes of data communication
• Modeling and simulation of Cloud infrastructures considering realistic data center network architecture.
• Essential components and helpers to assist in quick creation of Cloud simulation.
• Plug-in architecture that makes integration of new algorithm easy.
• Pre-built data center architectures, such as FatTree [6] , ThreeTier [27] , and DCell [28] .
• Communication protocols, especially router compatible FatTree routing protocol.
• Pre-built VM scheduling schemes, such as First Come First Serve-First Fit (FCFS-FF), Shortest Job FirstFirst Fit (SJF-FF) and Longest Job First -First Fit (LJF-FF).
• Realistic IP addressing schemes.
• Virtualization, VMs with both computational and networking capability.
• Job splitting compatibility and VM collaboration.
• Simulation data collection and exporting for analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents comparison and limitations of existing Cloud simulators. Section III presents a review of data center architectures. Section IV introduces Nutshell simulator in detail. This section is divided into multiple subsections explaining the various components available in Nutshell for creating simulation, how application execution is performed, data center architecture implementation details, Nutshell VM schedulers, and built-in data collectors of Nutshell. Section V presents details of reports that can be collected from a simulation. Section VI presents obtained results of simulation carried out with proposed Nutshell simulator, and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
We conducted a detailed survey in [3] of existing simulators to rationalize the need of a new simulator. Chosen Cloud simulators include CloudSim, simulators built as an extension of CloudSim, and others, such as, GreenCloud and DCSim. Our study, highlights their strengths and weaknesses. The study concluded that most simulators have abstract network implementation and low-level details are missing. In this section, a comparison of all previous simulators on the basis of the following listed parameters is presented in Table 1 :
• Platform: The framework which is extended, e.g., CloudSim extends SimJava.
• Language: The programming language of simulator.
• Availability: Simulator availability to community, free or commercial.
• Graphical User Interface (GUI): Simulator is equipped with a GUI or not.
• Application Model:Refers to user application model and traffic generation.
• Communication Model: Refers to communication feature among simulator nodes.
• Energy Model: Models for calculation of the energy consumption by data center or the data center components.
• VM Support: The presence of models that simulate VMs in the simulator.
• SLA Support: Models for calculation of SLA violations.
• Cost Model: Models for Cloud's pay-as-you-go cost calculations.
• Network Topology Model: Models that implement the data center network topologies, such as ThreeTier, FatTree, DCell, or any other variation.
• Addressing Schemes: Addressing scheme models for each Network Interface Controller (NIC) in the data center topology, e.g., FatTree has a special addressing scheme.
• Congestion Control: It refers to the availability of features that detect and mitigate congestion in the network of data center. • Traffic patterns: It refers to realistic traffic load for the data center. Data center constitutes the underlying architecture of Cloud computing. Existing simulators are often limited as they focus on a particular Cloud module. Each simulator usually induces some limitations to reduce complexity by abstract implementation of network and network components. A closer look at the realistic data center dynamics reveals that one of the most important components is a data center's ''network''.
Performance of Cloud applications depends on the resilience, reliability, and efficiency of the data center network [12] . CloudSim [1] and its most of extensions, such as CloudAnalyst [29] , EMUSIM [30] , CDOSim [15] , and MR-CloudSim [16] have similar network implementations, i.e., topology information is contained in BRITE file, and simulators calculate their packet transmission time and delays following the principles of graph theory. So, in these group of simulators the network models are very abstract, and deviate from realistic scenarios.
CloudSim extension equipped with network and network components includes NetworkCloudSim [17] and DartCSim+ [18] . NetworkCloudSim network implementation is also abstract because switches are like magic boxes that only take data from upstream and forward it to downstream and vice-versa. There are no queues or buffers on switch ports. Therefore, computed delays deviate from a realistic scenario. There is also no mechanism for tracking packet loss or network congestion. Network topology is defined in BRITE file, and has no implementation of data center network topologies. DartCSim+ is a more computation oriented. There is an implementation of the NIC but it lacks queues. The NIC is mostly used to calculate power consumed by the network component. Although the simulator has some mechanisms for retransmission of lost packets but congestion is not detected. It has an abstract network implementation. There is no implementation of queues on switches either, and the Data Center Network (DCN) topologies are absent.
CloudSim's extension TeachCloud [19] has various DCN topologies, however they are abstract, as the purpose of the simulator is to teach Cloud computing. No detailed implementation of the network is present. GreenCloud [20] has detailed implementation of network and network components. It supports detection of packet loss and retransmission of lost packets. However, the simulator is more power oriented focusing on energy calculation for the data center and uses generic ThreeTier topologies. There is no implementation of VM, scheduling of VM and transfer.
ICanCloud [21] , MDCSim [22] , GroudSim [23] , DCSim [24] , SimIC [25] , and SPECI [26] are Cloud simulators with either limited implementation of the network or none at all. All of these simulators lack multiple DCN topologies, such as Fat-Tree, and mechanisms for congestion and packet-loss detection.
In summary, existing simulators lack necessary features to provide accurate testing results. Therefore, there is a need for new simulator with features that assist user in creating simulations quickly and with enough details to show confidence in new solution for Cloud.
III. DATA CENTER ARCHITECTURES
This section introduces briefly two data center architectures, ThreeTier and FatTree for readers new to Cloud and explains a major issue with FatTree architecture's routing when implemented with routers. This section helps understand the purpose of each component introduced in our proposed simulator Nutshell.
A. THREE TIER
ThreeTier is the most commonly deployed data center architecture. The architecture consists of three layers. First is the lower layer called access network layer which is connected to resources. Second is the middle layer, called aggregation layer. Finally, the third is the top layer, called the core network. Both the upper and middle layer comprise of switches or routers as shown in Figure 1 [31].
In ThreeTier, the computational resources are grouped together in racks. The rack typically holds around 40 computational resources, connected to a switch called Top of the Rack (ToR) switch [32] . This is the access network or the access layer of the ThreeTier architecture. Multiple access layer switches are connected to the middle layer routers, introducing redundancy. The aggregate layer is the second layer of routers within the ThreeTier network architecture. The third layer in the architecture is equipped with high-end routers, which are able to process packets faster than aggregate and access network switches. Each core layer router is connected to all of the routers in the middle layer. Rack's internal traffic is handled by the ToR switch. The traffic between two racks having ToR switch connected to same aggregate router is handled by that aggregate router. Traffic between racks where ToR switches of source and destination are linked to different aggregate layer routers is forwarded to core layer router, which is connected to every aggregate router, and the flow is forwarded to the destination aggregate router [6] . Higher layers of the ThreeTier network architecture experience higher oversubscription ratios. Oversubscription ratio is the worst-case available bandwidth between the end hosts from the total bisection bandwidth of the network topology [6] .
B. FAT TREE
The FatTree data center architecture is a clos based arrangement of commodity network switches to deliver 1:1 oversubscription ratio [6] . The arrangement of computational resources and commodity network is in three layers as ThreeTier data center architecture but with different interconnectivity patterns and number of devices as shown in Figure 2 .
In FatTree, the concept of pod represented by ''k'' dictates the connectivity and number of computational resources and devices on each layer. Pod is a logical organization unit of FatTree. The core layer in FatTree architecture has a total of (k/2) 2 switches. The aggregate and access layers each contain k/2 number of switches in each pod. To each access switch, k/2 computational servers are connected, and each access switch is connected to k/2 aggregate switches, which are in the same pod. The total number of switches in a single pod is k, i.e., k/2 aggregate and k/2 access, arranged in two levels as shown in Figure 2 . The FatTree DCN architecture exhibits better scalability, throughput, and energy efficiency compared to the ThreeTier DCN. The FatTree architecture uses a custom addressing and routing scheme [6] . assigning from left to right. Figure 2 shows examples of this addressing scheme for a fattree corresponding to k = 4.
2) FAT TREE ROUTING
In FatTree topology, the routing table is modified to allow a two-level prefix lookup. There is an additional pointer to a small secondary table containing the suffix and port entries. The main table is used to match the network prefix. If a match is found, the packet is forwarded to that port. If the search with network prefix fails, then the pointer to secondary table is consulted for suffix as shown in the Figure 3 . The packets are forwarded to the port where suffix matches.
The routing algorithm works differently on core switch. On the first two levels of switches in the FatTree, the traffic is filtered, as both layers contain terminating network prefixes to subnets in that pod. If a source host sends a packet to a destination host that lies in the same pod but have different subnet address assigned to it, then the upperlayer switches in the same pod will have a terminating prefix, forwarding traffic to the destination subnet's switch.
For all other outgoing inter-pod traffic, the secondary table is searched. If the suffix is matched with table entry, then the packet is forwarded to that port. On the core side, only the prefix with subnet /16 is checked to forward the packet to its appropriate pod. Further, the pod switch checks for the terminating prefix and forwards the packet to the destination subnet's switch.
3) FAT TREE IMPLEMENTATION ISSUE
The proposed architecture of FatTree in [6] describes a switched (layer 3) network. The connectivity in FatTree is infeasible when implemented using routers. Routers divide the broadcast domain, hence, making address assignment in FatTree architecture impracticle.. To explain the issue, we start from addressing. The servers are arranged in a rack and the router replaces the ToR switch. Therefore, there is a point-to-point link from a router to server, and has its own broadcast domain. As seen in Figure 4 when a packet tracer [33] is used and the FatTree topology (depicted in Figure 2 ) is followed by assigning same address to two different ports of the router for a single pod, an error is shown.
The same pod test has been modified in terms of addressing to split the broadcast domain, as shown in the Figure 5 . From Figure 5 , the addresses assigned are from the same network 10.0.0.0/8. The single address is converted to a classless addressing, and each link is given a subnet with mask of /30.
This change in addressing scheme requires changes in creation of routing table and packet forwarding scheme. Using the secondary table where the suffix is matched by extracting the suffix of the destination IP address, a close match is found to the suffix and the packet is forwarded to the destination port. The close match is taken so that the traffic is evenly distributed amongst the links.
A routing algorithm that creates routing table and implements packet forwarding is essential and therefore, has been developed in Nutshell for FatTree topology. 
IV. NUTSHELL CLOUD SIMULATOR A. SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE
Findings from the analysis presented in [3] and related work motivates us to develop a new fine-grained network Cloud simulator that help users to create accurate and fast simulation. It must also help users to focus on their own solution by relieving them from complexities involved in creating Cloud architectures. Nutshell has NS-3 [34] as its base that was selected for its salient features:
• Besides simulation, NS-3 also can act as an emulator, which means that the simulation can directly be run on a physical cluster.
• NS-3 offers detailed and fine-grained networking models being a network simulator.
• NS-3 imitates near realistic packets with dummy payload instead of statistically calculating time spans for each packet.
• NS-3 has implementation of queues on each network component that portrays the exact behavior of a network device and what happens to a packet in different scenarios, such as congestion.
Before explaining Nutshell, its components, and inner working it is best to show how a simulation can be created with Nutshell. Next subsection shows a demo code for ThreeTier and FatTree data center architectures.
1) NUTSHELL SIMULATION CODE USE
We start with an example simulation code to illustrate how easy it is to create simulations in Nutshell. All what is required by a Nutshell's user to create and configure an object for the data center architecture and then pass this object to the architecture's class. Nutshell has a plug-in architecture that means any algorithm the user is working on can be passed to the configuration object, and the architecture class will use it while running the simulation. Figures 6 and 7 show example simulation codes for ThreeTier and FatTree data center architectures. In Figure 6 code sample, Line 1-7 define link objects to be used for connection from node to access switch, access to aggregate switch and aggregate to core. Line 8 declares the configuration object. Line 9 configures node properties with range 500 TFLOPS -1000 TFLOPS processing power, 10-30GB primary storage and 1-10TB of secondary storage. Nodes will be created with in these ranges. Line 10 configures general VM properties, and the parameters used are: number of VMs to create, minimum and maximum processing power, minimum and maximum primary storage, minimum and maximum secondary storage, minimum and maximum application size respectively. Lines 11 and 12 configure data requirements for VMs, and the parameters used are: flag to enable data requirement, number of VMs that require data from storage server, distribution of required data size, minimum amount of data, maximum amount of data required, minimum hard disk read/write rate, maximum hard disk read/write rate, minimum memory read/write rate, maximum memory read/write rate, minimum and maximum number of processor access to memory, minimum and maximum percentage of memory available for data fetching, minimum and maximum hard disk access time, minimum and maximum memory access time, respectively. Line 13 configures the split of VM in case of resource unavailability and to what ratio the VM should be divided. Line 14 configures the arrival time of VMs assigned between the range. Line 15 sets the network configuration for VMs, the parameters are: Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size, protocol, and maximum data rate of NIC. Line 16 sets the number of storage servers in topology. Line 19 sets the number of nodes each access switch will have. Line 20 sets the number of switches, the first parameter is number of access switches, the second is aggregate, and third is core switches. Line 21 sets the number of logical pods. Line 22 sets the network address to assign addresses from. Line 23 sets the links declared in Line 1-7. Line 24 declares scheduler object and is assigned in Line 25 to configuration. Line 26-38 configure data collectors for network and VM statistics. Line 39 creates ThreeTier topology passing the configuration object to constructor. The topology class begins its work, creates the topology and gather simulation data. After simulation finishes, the data is exported in excel sheet and text files with the configured prefix string (Line 43). Figure 7 code has almost similar steps to Figure 6 , with the difference in Lines 1-3 which creates link similarly, however, this single link will be used for all connections. Line 4 creates FatTree configuration object, and Line 15 sets the number of pods which drives the whole topology's number of nodes, switches, and links. Figure 8 shows the layered architecture of Nutshell simulator. The bottom layer is NS-3, which provides the core functionalities of network elements and protocols at granular level. Next layer, Utilities, take care of conversion of data used by different models, performs basic time calculations, and is used to represent resources in other models of simulators. Utilities layer include, Processing Power, Storage, and Application size.
2) NUTSHELL COMPONENTS
Component layer placed above utilities. Models in this layer use utilities to define their resources. This layer's models implement basic components of a data center, such as, computational node representing a node in data center with resources. Virtual Machine (Computational and network capable) implements virtualization and execute user applications of particular application size. Routing Protocols are the additional protocols like FatTree routing for architecture to enable successful communication. Addressing schemes dynamically creates IP addresses to fit a particular scenario. Storage Server application enables a node to become a storage server and transmits data to its clients.
Helpers constitute the next layer and are added to reduce complexity in dealing with creation and management of Nutshell objects. Helpers provide an interface to work with lower layer of Nutshell components easily. Helpers include, Computational Node Helper for computational node, Virtual Machine Helper for interaction with VM models, Virtual Machine Container to contain and manage the created VM, FatTree Routing Helper to handle FatTree routing model, Connectivity Helper to minimize repeatable block of code and help create and configure basic connectivity between nodes and switches, Access Network to create a fully configured access network. Architecture Configurations layer provide configuration classes specific to each architecture. Users can configure the object according to their scenario. DCN Architecture classes use the configured object to create the network and configure itself. Scheduler layer contains models used to schedule VMs on the computational node. Data collector exists on the side, containing classes that collect statistics related to nodes and data center network in a simulation.
B. SIMULATING CLOUD IN NUTSHELL
Cloud uses data center infrastructure comprised of hundreds of thousands of computational nodes inter-connected via a communication medium [3] - [5] . To simulate Cloud in Nutshell, we start with the basic building block, the computational node. Figure 9 shows high level architecture of Computational Node. Nutshell utilities are used for defining computational node resources. As discussed earlier, utilities are used to define resources, convert human understandable units into base units and also perform certain calculations.
Processing power calculates the amount of time it will take to execute an application. The application size holds the number of instructions/floating point operations (FLOPS) and is used by the processing power utility to calculate the time, using (1). where, E represents the expected execution time, n is number of instructions, p is processing power, and is an optional parameter to represent any extra delay caused by perturbations and interference. Users can specify the value for based on their simulation scenario. Default value for is set to zero. Utilities' acceptable formats and mapped value examples are listed in Table 2 .
In Figure 9 , the internet stack contains protocols list, and the protocol, e.g., FatTreeRouting protocol is placed here. NetDevices are part of NS-3. The final component in Figure 9 is the VMs, which run on the computational node. VMs are discussed in next subsection. Creating and managing individual ComputationalNode objects are difficult specially when hundreds of thousands of nodes are required, therefore, ComputationalNodeContainer helper assists in creating a large number of computational nodes. This helper defined in Nutshell that can create a required number of computational nodes with heterogeneous or homogeneous resource configuration.
1) VIRTUAL MACHINES
Cloud computing relies heavily on virtualization technology. Virtualization enables a single physical machine to be used as multiple virtual machines by sharing resources to maximize resource utilization [35] - [37] . Nutshell implements virtualization and provides models for VM creation and execution. VM model class inheritance diagram is shown in Figure 10 .
In Figure 10 , the VirtualMachine Class defines basic resource requirements, i.e., processing power, storage, and application size. User can create VM which only runs a computational application with this model. For an application that requires data locally available on VM's storage, ComputationalLocalDataVM model is used. This model requires user to set more properties such as, application's required data size, access times, read/write rate for both primary storage and secondary storage, and the amount of primary storage available for data fetching. Data fetching is sequential. Application that executes a part of job simultaneously and collaborate to complete the whole job requires network access [2] , [23] , [35] , for which NetworkVMand its extensions are used. NetworkVM class is a base class and defines properties and methods to be used by its extensions. These include sockets (listening and transmitting), transmission data rate for NIC, data source, data source IP and Port, etc. Models, namely ProducerVM, ConsumerProducerVM,andConsumerVM are actually used to simulate collaborating application parts.
Cloud applications/jobs can be represented with workflows. Workflows are composition of tasks combined with precedence constraints, and are modeled by Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) [38] . DAG is a graph with collection of vertices and edges. The graph is directed with no cycles or loops [39] . VMs in Cloud collaborate and complete tasks, gradually advancing towards end result, similar to DAG traversal. A VM that belongs to a job is dependent on another VM for data, as shown in Figure 11 From Figure 11 , VM-B is dependents on VM-A for data, for which ConsumerProducerVM model is used in Nutshell, since, VM-B first consumes data, completes its application execution and then produces for another VM. VM-C dependency is on VM-B, for which ConsumerVM model is used. VM-A is implemented with ProducerVM, as it only produces data for another VM after its application execution. Currently in Nutshell, the VM that consumes data will have to wait for complete data consumption before continuing on with its own execution. To ensure complete data transfer, retransmission mechanism has been implemented. In order to make it easier to manage with VMs of different types, installed applications and control VMs Nutshell has implemented VirtualMachineHelper
2) STORAGE SERVER
VMs may require data from a storage server in the data center. Nutshell has an application model (StorageServer) that turns a computational node to a storage server. The server listens to incoming requests and responds by sending data to a consumer. The amount of data required is sent by the receiver of the data. A scenario where VM requesting data from storage server, and storage server responding is depicted in Figure 12 .
So far, we have discussed a computational node and how it can be used to run different VM or a server application. Now next step is to connect different nodes to create a data center topology. Nutshell makes it easy to connect and organize the whole architecture with helpers, such as ConnectivityHelper and AccessNetwork. To best manage IP distribution to networks, AddressingScheme is used in Nutshell. 
3) CONNECTIVITY HELPER
Connectivity in network simulation is most frequent, thus making the size of script bigger. Extracting the connectivity code to a separate class makes it more manageable and easier to debug.
The connectivity helper can create connection between both the layer 2 and layer 3 devices. The layer 2 connection is multiport bridge connection with Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) enabled links, dividing only the collision domain. The layer 3 connection is the connection of router to other devices (router, node, or layer 2 device) connected via point-to-point.
4) ACCESS NETWORK
Common part in ThreeTier, FatTree, and DCell architectures is the access network (or cell). The access network is a star topology. At the end of each link is a computational node connected, which is connected to a switch or router at the other end as shown in Figure 13 . The class AccessNetwork in Nutshell models such topology, and uses the connectivity helper to create the connection between each node.
5) ADDRESSING SCHEME
Different data center architectures have different schemes. Specifically, in FatTree, the routing is dictated by the addressing scheme. The AddressingScheme class creates subnets from a single address. It maintains a list of created network addresses. The subnets are created with equal number of hosts. For instance, for hosts equal to 2 and networks equal to 4 with address 10.0.0.0/24, the scheme creates 4 network addresses with 2 addresses available for host, 1 for network address and 1 for broadcast. Therefore, the addresses we get are shown in Table 3 :
There are scenarios when difference between two top level networks is more than 1 network e.g., first network IP address is 10.0.0.0/24 and required second network is 10.0.3.0/24. For such scenarios, the class provides function to add jumps to network addresses, i.e., if the first network address is 10.0.0.0/24 and jump is of 10 networks, then the next network address is 10.0.11.0/24. A jump vector is required for creating network addresses with required jump. Consider the following scenario. Three network addresses required with network difference as:
• The second network address is after 5 networks from first (jump = 5).
• Third network address is the very next of second network (jump = 0).
• Fourth network is after 10 networks from the third (jump = 10). The jump vector becomes [5, 0, 10] , and is provided to the class to generate network addresses.
C. APPLICATION EXECUTION DETAILS
In previous section, we discussed VMs and their execution of a user's application in Cloud. In Nutshell VM implementation first execute the application, and then generate an output, or terminate itself. This section explains how the application execution time is calculated. For a computational application, the execution time calculation is simple, i.e., calculated by processing power utility given in (1) . If the user application requires data, then the time calculation is different.
To calculate the amount of time, understanding data fetch process is essential. Figure 14 shows the process. The chipset circuit is on CPU in an AMD processor. The data is brought VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 14. Transition of data from HDD to CPU.
to Random Access Memory (RAM) from Hard Disk Drive (HDD) and then fetched by the processor. The VM calculates the amount of time required to access all data used by the application and the time it takes to execute the application as a whole using (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
RAM a reflects the available RAM, RAM D is percentage of RAM to be used for data fetching. P s represents the size of primary storage for VM.
where N MEM →HDD is the number of accesses from memory to hard drive. D p is the data to be transferred for processing. RAM a is the available RAM from (2) .
where D RAM →PROC refers to the size of data that is transferred from RAM to the processor, n a is the average number of accesses from processor to RAM during the program execution. D p is the data to be processed. The values of memory and hard disk read/write rate are in MB/s and must be converted to B/s using (5):
where r is rate in B/s, v is the value of read/write rate provided in MB/s. To calculate total time taken to transfer the whole data from hard disk to memory is shown in (6):
In (6) following parameters are used:
• T HDD→MEM : Time required to transfer all data from hard disk to memory (seconds).
• N MEM →HDD : Number of accesses required to transfer all data during program execution.
• AT HDD : The access time for hard disk (in seconds).
• RAM a : Amount of RAM available for data storage.
• r HDD : the data read/write rate for hard disk. To calculate the time taken while transferring data from RAM to processor, on each access, data of size D RAM →PROC is calculated using (4). The total time is calculated using equation (7) .
In (7), the parameters used are: • T MEM →PROC : Time required to transfer all data from memory to processor (in seconds).
• N access : It is the number of accesses to memory by the processor.
• AT MEM : It is the access time for memory to locate the data in the array (in seconds).
• D RAM →PROC : The amount of data transferred in a single access to memory by processor.
• r MEM : It is the read/write rate for memory. Now we use (8) to find the total time that reflects the amount of time taken by data to transfer from hard disk to processor.
D. DATA CENTER ARCHITECTURES
Nutshell's utilities, components, and helpers contribute in creating data center simulation from scratch. However, for a user working on a particular problem of Cloud e.g., routing protocol, the creation of data center architecture can be an extra work for the user. Nutshell provides configurable data center architectures right out of the box. As seen in sub section: Nutshell Simulation Code Use, the user only has to configure a configuration class object and pass this object to the architecture class object, and the whole architecture adopts this new configuration.
1) CONFIGURATION CLASSES
The configuration classes used in Nutshell are, main data center configuration class (DatacenterConfig), ThreeTier configuration class (ThreeTierConfig), FatTree configuration class (FatTreeConfig) and DCell configuration class (DCellCon- fig) . Their inheritance is shown in the Figure 15 . DatacenterConfig: The Data center configuration class is responsible for holding configuration of computational nodes and VMs. Configuration data structures set a range (minimum and maximum value) for processing power, primary storage, and secondary storage. VM needs additional configurations which include the application size (min and max), the read/write rate for primary and secondary storage, access times, amount of data required, and percentage of primary storage available for storing fetched data. The configuration also has other attributes, such as, enable split of VM (whole Job) into multiple VMs, maximum number of splits, the ratio of split -which part gets how much of the application size, and arrival time range.
ThreeTierConfig: This is specific configuration class for ThreeTier architecture, this class holds:
• Number of core, aggregate and access routers.
• Number of nodes per access router.
• Number of pods (only logical, no effect on number of routers or nodes).
• A base network address (network address and subnet mask).
• Point-to-point connections for all three levels.
• An internet stack.
• Addressing scheme, if custom addressing scheme is to be applied.
• VM scheduler FatTreeConfig: This is configuration holder for FatTree architecture, and holds:
• Number of pods to create.
• Point-to-point link for connections.
• A custom routing object (default is FatTreeIpv4Routing
Protocol).
• Addressing scheme (default is FatTreeAddressing Scheme).
• VM scheduler.
2) THREE TIER ARCHITECTURE
Configured ThreeTierConfig object is used to create the architecture, and pass it to ThreeTier class object. The object calculates and creates computational nodes setting processing power, primary storage, and secondary storage from defined range. Equation (9) is used to find total number of nodes.
where, T n is total number of nodes, N accsw is the number of access switches, and n acc is the number of nodes per access switch. Total number of networks and their differences (jumps) are calculated next, according to the addressing scheme. Equations (10) and (11) calculates the number of access and aggregate switches per logical pod: (10) p acc = N accsw N pods (11) where, N agg sw is the number of aggregate switches, N acc sw is the number of access switches, and N pods is the number of logical pods. Equation (12) gives the number of links between aggregate routers, which is a two-way connection between adjacent routers (L Agg→Agg ):
Number of links between aggregate and access routers (L Agg→Acc ) are calculated using (13):
The total number of networks are calculated using (14): (14) where, N core sw is the number of core switches. Addressing scheme for ThreeTier creates correct network addresses for each layer, which requires correct network difference (jumps) between two network addresses. Algorithm 1 creates the jump vector for addressing scheme to use. The addresses created are a subnet of 256 hosts between 0 -255. The topology is created in the next step starting with the basic access network. Aggregate and core switches are created, and connected together starting with connection from aggregate to access routers. The two-way aggregate to aggregate connections inside the logical pods are created next skipping the connection of border aggregate routers. Finally, each core router is connected to each aggregate as dictated by the topology. With the topology created, the VM scheduler initiates the scheduling of VMs.
3) FAT TREE ARCHITECTURE
Configured FatTreeConfig object is used by FatTree to create the topology. Value for pods (k) is used to calculate the number of routers and nodes. Addresses are generated by FatTreeAddressingSchemeobject. The process of creating topology starts with creating Pods. Inside the pod creation process, nodes are created having total number calculated using (15) :
where tn is the total number of nodes, p is number of pods. Access network and aggregate routers are created next for the pod. The access and aggregate routers of pod are connected for all iteration of the Pod, [0 -(k-1)] connectivity is established successfully, and the aggregate routers are ready to connect to core routers. The aggregate routers are connected to k/2 core switches. After the process is finished, VM scheduler is called to begin its job of assigning VMs to the computational nodes. FatTree Addressing Scheme: From the discussion in sub section: FatTree Implementation Issue it was concluded that the addressing scheme in the FatTree architecture does not work in a router-based architecture. To map almost similar addressing scheme, the network subnets are created with a subnet mask of /30. An example is shown in Figure 16 for Pod 0. With the change in addressing scheme the routing must also be updated, as discussed next.
4) FAT TREE ROUTING
FatTreeIpv4RoutingProtocol creates the routing table for FatTree and uses it to forward traffic. The protocol after VOLUME 7, 2019
E. VIRTUAL MACHINE SCHEDULERS
In previous section, we discussed the data center architectures in Nutshell. To introduce user applications and schedule VMs, one of global VM schedulers in Nutshell is used. Global VM schedulers available are, 
creates a list of VMs, configuring the VM's resources, application size, arrival time, the data amount required, read/write rate, access time for HDD and RAM, memory percentage for data fetching, and transmission rate using the random distribution defined in the configuration. To schedule in right order, the list is sorted according to arrival time. User can configure the VM to split. VM splitting is an idea from grid computing, where a job is divided on different nodes for fast execution [2] , [35] . When configuration is set to allow the split, the scheduler needs the split ratio. For instance, the ratio 1:2:3 is translated as execute (1/6 × VMresources) on one computational node, (2/6 × VM resources) on second node, and (3/6 × VM resources) on a third node.
The scheduler also creates a number of storage servers which is set in the configuration object. The created servers are then installed on last servers by index in the computational node container. The scheduler then initializes the VM and schedules it on a computational node meeting the requirement. Next, we discuss available VM schedulers in Nutshell. 
Algorithm 4 FCFS-FF

1) FIRST COME FIRST SERVE-FIRST FIT VM SCHEDULER
The first come first serve, first fit (FCFS-FF) VM scheduler is simplest and straightforward. This algorithm schedules the arrived VM on first available computational node. The algorithm further checks if the VM to be executed requires data.
If it requires data, there is another check for the data source. For data source set to storage server, the VM type created is of ConsumerVm type with a random connection to one of the storage servers. For data source set to local, the VM of type ComputationalLocalDataVm is created. Alternatively, if the required data is not set for the VM in question, a simple computational VM is created of type ComputationalLocalDataVm with the required data attribute set to false. If the search fails, then the method checks for the attribute that allows the scheduler to split VM. If set to true, the VM is split according to the ratio. Then, the dispatching algorithm cycles again for each part of VM split. If the source of data is storage server, the first VM created is of ConsumerProducerVm type, other part of VM can be either ConsumerProducerVm (in case of split more then 2) or ConsumerVm (last split).
If the VM's data source is local, the first VM part is of ProducerVm type, other can be either ConsumerProducerVm (in case of split more then 2) or ConsumerVm (last split). If the VM does not need any data, then it is by default a computational node, split into a number of VM according to the ratio. All VMs can run concurrently on different nodes. With a successful dispatch of VM, the VM is added to executed VM List and in case of failed attempt, it is added to list of not executed. The algorithms are given in Algorithms 4-6. 
time it requires to complete, and (c) processing powermore processing power means less execution time. Combined weight of these requirements decides which VM is shortest, and therefore, is prioritized and moved up to execute first, i.e., a VM with low score in comparison get priority. Nutshell also logs individual node's utilization that can be exported by setting a single flag. Logs of VMs that gets executed, failed to execute or ''split and executed'' can also be dumped, and the results are shown in Figure 17 .
VI. RESULTS IN NUTSHELL
Results for a simulation in Nutshell with parameters listed in Tables 5 and 6 , are shown in Figures 18 -23 . Figures 18 and  19 show results obtained with built-in network data collector class for ThreeTier and FatTree data center architecture, respectively. Each column calculation is explained in Table 4 . The network collector calculates the average of flows on a reducing throughput. Packet loss is also greater in ThreeTier than FatTree.
With node utilizing data, the user performing simulation can have a clear picture of what a scheduling algorithm is doing, and can fine tune the algorithm based on the data utilization. It also helps a user to calculate energy consumption by each node, and can find an optimum way to manage nodes in the data center.
Data dump related to VM that executed on a node can further narrow down the scheduler's decision policy and point to any scenario that may result in SLA violation.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Cloud technology is evolving. Evolution induce problems and new challenges. Mitigating these problems necessitate new solutions. New solutions cannot be tested on a real system as it involves a great cost for the tester as well as the system provider. Simulation in such scenario is a viable solution. Various simulators exist for Cloud, focusing on certain aspect of Cloud, neglecting others, e.g., lacking the accuracy required to build confidence on a solution due to the absence or an abstract implementation of network and network components. Data center's network performance determines the performance and resilience of Cloud. Neglecting network details deviates the performance results of developed solution. Existing simulators also lack necessary tools to speed the simulation development process, and often a user ends up working on unrelated areas of Cloud.
To overcome these limitations, we have developed a new tool for Cloud simulation, Nutshell.Nutshell has a detailed implementation of networks and networking components. Nutshell provides its user the tools to create data center network architectures quickly so the user can focus on their narrowed down problem. Nutshell also provides built-in data center architectures, with the ability to scale to any requirement. With Nutshell's plug-in architecture, users can easily integrate their solution with existing models. Global schedulers are also available as part of the package, along with collecting and exporting simulation data models. The simulator takes maximum number of variables into account while simulating, thereby, resulting in an increased confidence regarding a solution. In future, we plan to extend the Nutshell which includes:
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• Modification of VMs to incorporate asynchronous data acquisition and processing. VM collaboration expansion to 1:n and n:n, to leverage BigData processing.
• Incorporate data writing to Storage Servers and implementation of SANs. Implement policies regarding data write.
• DCell architecture rectification to conform to the system of Nutshell.
• New global and local scheduling schemes.
• New congestion detection and control schemes.
• Implement new models representing real traffic patterns of data center. 
